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From the Editor
Even though it’s the middle of what seems like

a very long, cold winter, we’re still working on
finishing our insect surveys. Results in this issue
are from the balsam fir sawfly and hemlock looper surveys. 

Gina Penny has written up a summary from the Atlantic Canada Forest
Health Workshop with a glimpse of the insect and forest disease work
that is ongoing in the Atlantic Provinces (page 3.)

The hemlock woolly adelgid is another invasive insect that has the
potential to impact Nova Scotia’s forests. The Insect Focus will give you
a bit more information on this insect (page 2.)

For more information on the brown spruce longhorn beetle pest risk
analysis, see the article on page 13.

‘Til next time,

  ]tvÖâ|
Editing . . . a Rewording Activity

Say What? And Quote Quips!
A lot of people are afraid of heights. Not me, I'm afraid of widths.
 -S. Wright

I'm an idealist. I don't know where I'm going, but I'm on my way. 
-C. Sandburg

When tempted to fight fire with fire, remember that the Fire Department
usually uses water. -Anonymous

If you think nothing is impossible, try slamming a revolving door. -
Anonymous

The most important thing in life is not knowing everything, it's having
the phone number of somebody who does! -Anonymous
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Insect Focus back to page 1

Hemlock Woolly Adelgid (Adelges tsugae)
Jeff Ogden

The hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA), is a member of the Order Hemiptera that feeds by sucking on the
needles and twigs of hemlock trees (Tsuga spp.)  It is a native to Eastern Asia (Japan, Nepal, China and
Taiwan), where it is commonly found in several hemlock and spruce species but is not known to be a pest. It
was first detected in western North America in the 1920s in Western hemlock and although has since spread
from California to Alaska it remains relatively harmless. In eastern North America its impact has been much
more significant. First detected in Virginia in the early 1950s, HWA has quickly spread through the native
Eastern and Carolina Hemlock forest from Maine to Georgia causing widespread mortality. 

In North America, HWA are parthenogenic (only females in the population) and
produce two generations per year. Between 25 and 125 eggs are laid by
overwintering adults in early spring producing both winged and wingless nymphs
measuring only 1 to 2 mm in length. The winged forms of HWA are unable to
reproduce due to the absence of specific spruce species not present in NA. The
wingless nymphs however are very mobile and are often called “crawlers.” It is in
this mobile crawler stage that HWA is easily spread naturally by wind, birds, and
animals and artificially by humans on nursery stock and forestry products. Once
the crawlers find a suitable site near the base of hemlock needles they begin
feeding on the young stems and twigs. Development is rapid, with adults laying
100 to 300 eggs before dying, all within only three months of hatching. This
second generation of eggs hatches in late spring - early summer and the newly
emerged mobile crawlers find a suitable site on the stem of hemlock trees and
become dormant until fall. As the temperatures cool, the crawlers break dormancy
and begin feeding and develop throughout the winter producing a characteristic
white “wool” over their bodies beginning in late fall. Adults emerge during the
winter and begin laying eggs for the next generation the following spring.

Parthenogenesis - a form of asexual reproduction in which growth and development of
embryos occur without fertilization. Parthenogenesis occurs to some degree in nearly all insect
orders, but is particularly well known in the bees and wasps, in aphids (adelgids), and in stick
insects.

Adelgid - an insect of the family Adelgidae, which comprises sap-feeding hemipteran insects
resembling aphids.
Hemiptera - true bugs like cicadas, leafhoppers, and aphids that have piercing and sucking
mouthparts.

Fig. 1  Hemlock woolly
adelgid.
J.A.Weidhass, VPISU,
Bugwood.org.
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The result of HWA feeding on hemlock causes needles to dry up and the new buds to develop poorly or die.
Heavily infested trees begin to loose needles; have severe stem and branch dieback and show a notable loss in
growth within two to four years. They eventually are weakened to the point that they are susceptible to wind
damage, disease and attack from insects such as the hemlock borer, Melanophila fulvoguttata. Mortality in
hemlock stands can take anywhere from 4 to 10 years or longer. Colder temperatures appear to help reduce
adelgid numbers in northern latitudes but there are very few native predators and zero parasitoids known for
this pest. Large ornamental and urban trees can be treated with injectable pesticides but this is impractical in
the forest landscape. Currently researchers are assessing the possibility of importing predators and pathogens
of HWA from Asia in attempts to halt the spread of this pest.

In Nova Scotia, in collaboration with Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Forest Health is conducting visual
surveys for HWA in both urban and forested sites within mature Eastern hemlock stands. 

References
Hemlock Woolly Adelgid. 2014. Forest Health Protection, US Forest Service. http://www.na.fs.fed.us/fhp/hwa/

Cheah, C. et al. 2004. Biological Control of Hemlock Woolly Adelgid. Forest Health Technology Enterprise
Team. FHTET 2004-04. http://www.gainvasives.org/hwa/biocontrol04.pdf

Costa, S. and Onken, B. 2006. Standardizing Sampling for Detection and Monitoring of Hemlock Woolly Adelgid
in Eastern Hemlock Forests. Forest Health Technology Enterprise Team. FHTET 2006-16.
http://www.fs.fed.us/foresthealth/technology/pdfs/HWASampling.pdf

Provincial Forest Entomologist’s Overview
What’s the Buzzz?

Gina Penny back to page 1

Atlantic Canada Forest Health Workshop (ACFHW) Summary
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, 14 - 16 January 2014

The ACFHW is an annual event presented by the Atlantic Advisory Council for Introduced Forest Pests
(AACIFP). It provides a forum to address forest health and plant quarantine issues of concern to the Atlantic
Provinces.  Membership is comprised of representatives from federal and provincial forestry agencies as well as
various Municipalities in the Atlantic Provinces. The following is a summary of the information presented at this
year’s workshop.

http://www.na.fs.fed.us/fhp/hwa/
http://www.gainvasives.org/hwa/biocontrol04.pdf
http://www.fs.fed.us/foresthealth/technology/pdfs/HWASampling.pdf
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Hemlock Looper (HL) - Lambdina fiscellaria fiscellaria

Nova Scotia (HL)
C Since 1961 has defoliated approximately 135,000 ha. Control programs were conducted in the Cape

Breton Highlands in 1996 and 1997.
C Since that time, numbers have remained at low levels and 2013 trapping results would seem to indicate

no great change in that status. However, both the average and maximum trap catches are up from 2012.
C Follow up egg surveys are conducted around pheromone traps with the highest moth catches. In 2013,

branch samples were taken from three trees at 40 sites in the Eastern Region. Eggs were detected at
15% of sites sampled, down from 24% in 2012 and 28% in 2011.

New Brunswick (HL)
C First reported outbreak was 1989 - 1993. Spray programs were conducted in 1990, 1991 and 1993.

Defoliation was last detected in 2001. 2013 average trap catch doubled from 2012.

Newfoundland (HL)
C Outbreak in Labrador from 2006 to 2009. Small control program (4691 ha) conducted in 2013.
C Decrease in trap catches noted in areas treated in 2013 (Zinc Mine Road - 318 moth/trap; St. Albans -

491 moths/trap). Little change in average trap catches for the island (37.6 in 2012, 38 in 2013). Increase
of two classes in traps in Hampden - Whites Bay, Goose Arm, and Bad Bay areas.

C Egg Survey - 735 locations assessed on Island, populations remain at low levels. Moderate (Marine Drive
Park, Middle 3 Island Pond) and severe (Tors Cove Pond) locations found north and south of St. John’s.
All 32 locations assessed in Labrador were nil.

Spruce Budworm (SBW) - Choristoneura fumiferana

Nova Scotia (SBW)
C Last outbreak began in the late 1970s; at its peak moderate - severe defoliation covered 1,220,000 ha.

Forest Health staff monitor populations using pheromone traps and branch samples to collect
overwintering second instar larvae (L2). 

C In 2013, we deployed 147 traps province wide. Of these traps, 92% were positive, up from 71% in 2012.

C Trap catches on rise for last three years. In 2013, average moths/ trap and maximum trap catch were 19
and 206 moths respectively versus 6 and 89 moths in 2012. The highest trap catches were found in
Eastern and Central regions of the Province. 

C In 2013, increased our number of L2 sample sites from 109 to 287. For the first time since 1994 we
found an L2; six at five different sites in the Central Region. 

Native Species - Provincial Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Surveys 
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New Brunswick (SBW)
C No defoliation since 1995. Trap catches are highest in the north. 
C 2013 L2 survey - collaboration between NB DNR, Forest Protection Limited and Crown Licensees 3,456

branches at 1,136 locations 17% of plots positive.
C Synopsis - Trace to very low populations found throughout province. No defoliation forecast for 2014.

Population building across the Province. Intensive monitoring in 2014 will be key. 

Newfoundland (SBW)
C Trap Catches: Island - average moths/trap up from 2012 (35 in 2012, 86 in 2013). Labrador - in areas

with active populations ranged from 408 - 867 moths/trap in 2012 and 819 - 2151 moths/trap in 2013.
C Aerial survey: Labrador - area of moderate-severe defoliation increased from 33255 - 82231 ha

defoliation was again evident and expanded in the Kenamu and Carter Basin areas with dead trees now
observed along the Kenamu River. Damage occurred again in Northwest River and Sheshatshiu areas and
along the Churchill and Goose Rivers. A large area of damage evident in 2011 near the English River
flared up again in 2013. This is the seventh straight year that the population has been active in the
Goose Bay area.

C Egg Mass Survey: Labrador - results indicate that populations will remain active and at high enough
levels in the Goose Bay area to cause moderate-severe defoliation in 2014 - will be eighth consecutive
year. Island - sampling conducted around plots with higher pheromone trap catches. Small number of
egg masses found at three locations (Rocky Harbour, Daniel’s Harbour, Belburns) in 2013.

Prince Edward Island (SBW)
C No significant population changes in 2012 vs. 2013 surveys.  No documentation of any significant

defoliation.

Balsam Fir Sawfly (BFS) - Neodiprion abietis

Nova Scotia (BFS)
C Recorded outbreaks date back to 1942. Defoliation last occurred in 2010 covering 1277 ha in both the

Eastern and Central Regions.
C 2013 overwintering egg survey include 148 sites, 33% of which were positive, down from 46% in 2012.

Newfoundland (BFS)
C Decrease in populations on Connaigre Peninsula continued in 2013.
C Egg survey - populations will remain active in St. Albans area. Overall increase in percent of locations

with eggs - 17.5% (2012) to 60.0% (2013). Majority of locations in light defoliation category. 

Spruce Beetle (SB) - Dendroctonus rufipennis

Nova Scotia (SB)
C Spruce beetle activity has been both chronic and widespread. Seeing mortality of mature and over

mature white and red spruce throughout the province.
C In 2013, aerial survey detected 4650 ha of mortality in all three provincial regions.
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Newfoundland (SB)
C Defoliation/Damage: Labrador - damaged trees continue to be observed in the Grand Lake road, Goose

Bay, Mud Lake, and Kenemu River areas. This area expanded from 10988 ha in 2005 to a total of
43312ha in 2012. Most of the area now has older mortality characterized by grey trees and fallen timber
and fewer yellow and red trees. In 2013, another 3527 ha of damage was observed further west in the
Gull Lake area bringing the total to 46839 ha.

Prince Edward Island (SB) 
C Populations remain elevated and sporadic across the Island. 

Sirococcus Shoot Blight (SSB) - Sirococcus conigenis

Nova Scotia (SSB)
C Fungal disease that primarily affects red pine and black and white spruces. In 2005, began seeing low

infection levels developing in red pine plantations throughout the central region. By 2010, aerial survey
detected damage on more than 10,000 ha in the Central and Western Regions. 

C Currently, our aerial survey recorded 945 ha of moderate - severe damage in both the Central and
Western regions.

New Brunswick (SSB) 
C In 2012/2013, 455 red pine stands were assessed (2,819 ha); 656 ha were classed as high risk.

Prince Edward Island (SSB)
C Significant numbers of submissions were submitted from the general public affecting Colorado blue

spruce clones.
C Sirococcus tip blight of red pine hedgerows and plantations is significant in sporadic areas around the

Island.

Forest Tent Caterpillar (FTC) - Malacosoma disstria

New Brunswick (FTC)
C Last two outbreaks occurred in the early 1980s and 1990s. Elevated trap catches. Average trap catch

increased slightly. 2013 aerial survey detected ~4000 ha of defoliation.

Prince Edward Island (FTC)
C Peaked in 2004 followed by a very small population in 2005. No viable egg masses found in Provincial

surveys since 2006. 
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Nova Scotia (NS)

Eastern Blackheaded Budworm - Acleris variana 
C Last outbreak erupted in 2004; covering 114,000 ha, in the Cape Breton Highlands. The following year a

spray trail was conducted by the Canadian Forest Service (CFS) and in 2006, the population collapsed. 
C In 2013, for the first time ever, pheromone traps were deployed in addition to our annual egg surveys.

Working in collaboration with researchers from the CFS, a pheromone was synthesized and deployed in
multipher traps throughout the Cape Breton Highlands. Maximum trap catch was 144 moths with an
average of 38 moths/trap. We are hoping to have success with this new monitoring tool and are working
towards calibrating trap catch thresholds.

Whitemarked Tussock Moth - Orgyia leucostigma
C Last outbreak occurred in 1998 covering 1.4 million ha in Central and Northern NS. 60,000 ha were

treated at a cost of ~ six million dollars making it our largest treatment program to date. Since that time
two mini population eruptions have occurred; Cape Breton in 2005 and Guysborough in 2007.

C Monitored populations using an overwintering egg mass survey. In 2013, 277 sites were sampled
province wide. The percentage of sites where egg masses were detected has risen slightly from 3% in
2012 to 7% in 2013. 

C Provincial aerial overview survey recorded 100 ha of defoliation in the Eastern and Central regions. 

New Brunswick (NB)

Satin Moth - Leucoma salicis
C Aerial survey detected ~400 ha of defoliation.

Balsam Fir Tip Blight - Delphinella balsameae 
C Common. Some severe damage in northern New Brunswick.

Prince Edward Island

Yellow Headed Spruce Sawfly - Pikonema alaskensis
C Populations are low - moderate in sporadic areas across the Island. Black spruce which were planted in

dry sites were quite susceptible. No surveys in 2013 or planned for 2014.

Bronze Birch Borer - Agrilus anxius
C Has maintained a modest population, in particular, urban areas where soil volumes are limited and dry. 

Grey and European birch species are most susceptible, white birch less susceptible.

Native Species - Other Pests Provincial Surveys 
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Elm Leaf Miner - Fenusa ulmi
C Populations are consistently high in urban areas. American elm is significantly affected, though Scotch

elm is most susceptible.

Oak Leaf Skeletonizer - Bucculatrix ainsliella
C Present in elevated populations in one red oak stand at the Northeast corner of the City of Charlottetown.

Significant populations of larvae were present when collecting seed for the Provincial Nursery in
September 2013.

Diplodia Tip Blight - Sphaeropsis sapinea 
C Has become a significant issue with Austrian pine in residential and commercial plantings. The levels of

infections species continue to elevate with each passing year.

White Pine Weevil - Pissodes strobi  
C Has maintained a modest population in most plantations on the Island. The upland areas of Central

Queens have little if any presence of this pest. 

European Gypsy Moth - Lymantria dispar

Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) Surveys 
C 2013 trapping results - placed delta traps in non infested areas. 

Province # of Traps # Positive Traps # of Moths

Newfoundland and Labrador* 165 16 44

New Brunswick 192 51 178

Nova Scotia 192 78 179

Prince Edward Island 297 230 1890

C NB - trap catches are not large. At highest moth catches they went out and did visual surveys for other
life stages.

C NS - mainly in Ingonish and Sydney. Tried grid approach at high trap catches in Sydney and they found
egg masses. Nothing found in Antigonish. Confirmation of reproducing population in Sydney.

C PEI - high trap catches. In 2012, an egg mass was found in the western end of island. No other life
stages have been found in PEI since.

C NL - * some results pending. Higher than normal trap catches in St. Johns so they conducted a grid
search. Found a spent egg mass probably laid in 2012. Going to restart searching in spring.

Invasive Species
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Provincial DNR Surveys - Gypsy Moth

Nova Scotia
C Multipher traps are deployed at sites province wide to monitor population trends. In 2013, 20 multipher

traps were deployed; 67% were positive, down from 70% in 2012. Total and mean moth catches are on
the rise with 3791 moths and 173 moths/trap caught in 2012 as compared to 3961 moths and 220
moths/trap in 2013. 

C Delta traps are placed in towns outside the CFIA regulated zone to determine if the population is
spreading into new areas where it wasn’t previously detected. Mean trap catches in all towns were less
than one moth per trap. Other than a large increase in the town of Cheticamp in 2002 trap averages
have remained below two moths per trap for the last 13 years.

New Brunswick 
C No pheromone trapping or egg-mass surveys conducted in 2013. Relying on general surveillance/public

for detection of areas of high populations 

Brown Spruce Longhorn Beetle (BSLB) - Tetropium fuscum

Combined CFIA and Provincial DNR Surveys

Province # of Traps

Newfoundland and Labrador 20

New Brunswick 229

Nova Scotia 471

Prince Edward Island 40

Quebec 30

Eastern Canada
C There are two different trapping site types:

1. Priority Sites e.g. mills and campgrounds - three traps per site.
2. General Forest Sites - one trap per site. 

C In 2013, there were nine new positive locations outside of the current containment area in the counties
of Hants, Colchester, Pictou, Guysborough, and Halifax. 

C These nine new finds brings the total number of positive sites outside of the containment area to 102.  
C New Brunswick DNR assessed 167 sites for BSLB signs and symptoms. All were negative.

Balsam Woolly Adelgid - Adelges piceae

CFIA Surveys 
C No active balsam woolly adelgid surveillance conducted.
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Provincial DNR Surveys - Balsam Woolly Adelgid

Nova Scotia 
C Damage can be found throughout the entire province. In the fall of 2009, Forest Health established 14

permanent monitoring plots for the routine population monitoring. Four more were added in 2012. Plots
are located within the nine Provincial ecoregions. Whenever possible they were paired with existing
Forest Inventory research permanent sample plots to compare the impact of the adelgid on the growth,
volume, and yield of balsam fir.

C In the spring of 2013, overwintering was monitored at these plots. The population had increased at four
plots, decreased at four and no change was found at the remaining 10 plots.

Prince Edward Island
C There are localized heavy populations across the Island. Populations are down at all sites surveyed for

2013. 

Hemlock Woolly Adelgid (HWA)- Adelges tsugae

CFIA Surveys
C Rotational survey conducted every two - three years in eastern Canada (QC, ON, NB, NS). Follow-up

delimitation ongoing around site of 2012 find in Toronto.
C Niagara - single infested tree found May 30th, 2013 during routine survey. Found amongst scattered

hemlock in rough escarpment terrain. No further evidence of HWA detected. The single infested hemlock
was cut and burned by Niagara Parks Commission on 26 September.

C No finds in Quebec or Maritimes.

Provincial DNR Surveys - Hemlock Woolly Adelgid

Nova Scotia
C Forest Health staff conducted detection surveys in forested areas, ten remote hemlock stands, in the

Western Region. All were negative. 

Emerald Ash Borer - Agrilus planipennis

CFIA Surveys
1. Trapping surveys: 3x3km grid to 6x6 km grid depending on risk.

High risk sites (campgrounds, parks, rest stops etc.)
2. Visual surveys at each trap site.
3. Scouting for ash decline.
4. Training and outreach to municipal forestry staff.
5. Branch sampling and trapping by municipalities and Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources.

C Trapping surveys were conducted in ON, QC, BC, AB, SK, MB, NB, NS, PE, and NL. In Atlantic Canada all
surveys were negative.
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Asian Long-horned Beetle (ALHB) - Anoplophora glabripennis

CFIA Surveys
C Municipalities included in 2013 area-wide detection grid surveys - all were negative.
C Ontario: Kingston, Ottawa, Kitchener-Waterloo, Mississauga 10 km (covers parts of Brampton, York,

Toronto), London area.
C Atlantic: Many smaller cities included in 2013. Bathurst, Grand Falls, Sackville, St. Quentin, Shediac, St.

Andrews, St. Stephan, and Sussex, Dartmouth & Burnside, Antigonish, Baddeck, Inverness, Port Hood, St.
Peter's, Goldboro, Guysborough, Charlottetown, other rural PEI towns, St. John's NL.

C Quebec: Eastern half of Montréal Island, Québec City, Ste-Hyacinthe, Granby, Victoriaville.
C British Columbia: Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows, Chilliwack.

C Mississauga - new find 2013. A citizen found a beetle on their car near Pearson airport and it was
confirmed as ALHB. In response a delimitation effort was put in place. To date 25 infested trees have been
found. Thirteen of these trees had exit holes. The rest had oviposition pits. 

Other Pests - CFIA Surveys

Invasive Alien Species
C General surveillance survey to support surveillance for solid wood packaging pathway. Forested areas in

urban environments, landfills, risk sites.
C Sites in NB, NS, NL. No significant finds this year. Some results still pending.
C Previous finds include: brown spruce longhorn beetle (Tetropium fuscum), Sirex woodwasp (Sirex noctilio),

Scolytus jacobsoni, banded elm bark beetle (Scolytus schevyrewi ).

Walnut Twig Beetle - Pityophthorus juglandis 
C Vector of 1000 Canker Disease fungus (Geosmithia morbida). Data required to inform regulatory policy

decision. Neither vector nor fungus known in Canada. Surveys: 2012 - BC, ON; 2013 - QC, NB. All were
negative.

Sudden Oak Death - Phytophthora ramorum
C Targets production nurseries. Primary focus on five high risk genera - Rhododendron (incl. Azaleas),

Camellia, Pieris, Kalmia, and Viburnum. Visual survey for disease symptoms. 2013 survey in BC, ON, QC,
NS.

C ON, QC, NS - no positives (nurseries and their respective production sites). BC - two sites with new
detections. No positives on imports in 2013. 

Beech Leaf-Mining Weevil - Orchestes fagi
C Primarily a pest of beech. Native and widespread in Europe. Detected in NS in 2012.
C Population levels are usually below economic thresholds. Periodic outbreaks can result in defoliation and

damage to fruits.
C 2013 Survey: ON, QC, NB, NS, PE. Only found in Nova Scotia.
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Other Pests - Provincial Surveys

Prince Edward Island
Japanese Beetle - Popillia japonica 
C Beetles were found in 2008 by CFIA around Cornwall and the City of Charlottetown. First found in a

campsite west of Charlottetown. Mainly found on Virginia creeper, apple, hawthorn, pin cherry, white
birch, mountain ash and blackberry.

C Cornwall area had 20,611 beetles in 2013, 8162 beetles in 2012. Charlottetown had 765 beetles in 2013,
703 beetles in 2012.

Dutch Elm Disease - Ophiostoma ulmi
C The Province is not involved in formal Dutch elm disease surveys. Dutch elm disease was first confirmed

on Island in 1979 and in Charlottetown in 1996. The City of Summerside removed six diseased elm trees
in 2013 while the City of Charlottetown removed 48.

White Pine Blister Rust - Cronartium ribicola
C Quite common throughout the Island, especially in dense medium aged plantations. Island has four

native species of Ribes, alternate hosts for this disease. 

Beech Bark Disease - Neonectria faginata
C Quite widespread. There is some tolerance/resistance in the populations of beech as there are small

populations of trees with little if any susceptibility or presence of this issue. 

Newfoundland 
Scleroderris Canker (European Strain) - Gremmeniella abietina
C European strain of Scleroderris first found in St. John’s in 1979. Disease poses a threat to indigenous pine

of ecological significance and planted red pine on the Island.
C Concerted effort made to contain the disease through regulation and sanitation - successful for ~ 25

years.
C In 2007, disease was found in Berry Hill Pond area - more than 150 km outside quarantine zone. Site was

sanitized in 2008. In 2011, three more sites were detected (Berry Hill Pond, Conne River, and White
Hills). 

C Using forest inventory and silvicultural records, 463 confirmed locations were identified with red pine. 182
of these areas were assessed from the air and on the ground for damage symptoms. Four sites were
found to be positive. Sites vary in size from 3 - 10 ha. Sanitation has already occurred at the site on the
west coast. Sanitation to be done at remaining six sites through cooperative efforts of working group.
CFIA prohibitions of movement to be put in place until sites are sanitized.
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Project Updates back to page 1

Brown Spruce Longhorn Beetle Pest Risk Analysis
Tanya Borgal

The risk of the brown spruce longhorn beetle (BSLB) to Nova Scotia forests was assessed using the National
Forest Pest Strategy risk analysis framework introduced in the August/September 2012 issue of the Insectary
Notes.  From the risk assessment it was determined that the BSLB will continue to slowly expand its current
range and to date BSLB has not had a significant impact on economic, social or ecological values assessed. 
BSLB prefers older, mature to over-mature, low vigor spruce; healthy trees are at a low risk of successful
colonization. There is uncertainty for the impact of BSLB to Nova Scotia old growth stands, biodiversity, parks
and protected areas. Further research needs are recommended in order to increase understanding of BSLB and
to address the uncertainties and information gaps identified during the risk analysis.  

Overall, BSLB was determined to pose a low to
moderate risk to the province of Nova Scotia.
Uncertainties and information needs elevated the
assessment from low to low-moderate.  A
management program that controls the movement
of spruce products (i.e., logs and firewood) is
required to help prevent the artificial spread of
BSLB from areas where it has been detected to
non-infested areas in Nova Scotia.  This can be
achieved by using best management practices,
implementing an aggressive “Don’t Move Firewood”
campaign, educating private woodlot owners and
contractors, encouraging industry to be accountable
during the BSLB flight season and any other
appropriate control measures.

Recognition is given to all those who contributed
and provided their expertise.  Many thanks to
employees of Nova Scotia Department of Natural
Resources, New Brunswick Department of Natural
Resources, Canadian Forest Service, Canadian Food
Inspection Agency, University of New Brunswick,
Gardner Pinfold Consulting Inc., as well as the
executives of the Maritime Lumber Bureau, Forest
Products Association of Nova Scotia, and the
Federation of Nova Scotia Woodlot Owners.
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Project Updates back to page 1

Balsam Fir Sawfly Egg Niche Survey (Overwintering Population)
Justin Smith

In the 2013 fall survey, branches were collected from 148 sites
throughout central and eastern Nova Scotia and brought back to the
lab for analysis. Only 33% of the sites showed egg niches, down
from last year’s 46%. There was only one site landing in the
moderate population category (Egypt Highlands, Victoria County)
with 48 sites in the low and 99 at zero. All numbers are showing a
steady decline over the past few years leading to low defoliation
predictions throughout the entire province for the 2014 season.

Fig. 2  Balsam fir sawfly egg niches.

Fig. 3  Balsam fir sawfly egg niche survey results, 2013.
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Project Updates back to page 1

Hemlock Looper Pheromone Trap Survey
Justin Smith

With the help of our District Pest Detection Officers, 143 Hemlock looper
multipher traps were placed throughout the province for the 2013 season. 
Eleven of those traps yielded no data as 5 were missing, 4 were found on the
ground and 2 were destroyed. The remaining 132 traps showed zero in the
high catch range, 3 in moderate, 124 in low and 5 were zero catches. The
average number of moths per trap was 41 which is up from last year’s average
of 23.

Fig. 4  Hemlock looper moth.

Fig. 5  Hemlock looper pheromone trap survey results, 2013.
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Project Updates back to page 1

Hemlock Looper Overwintering Egg Survey
Justin Smith

Forest Health collected branches from 40 sites throughout Cape Breton in
2013. We brought them back to the lab, extracted the Hemlock lopper eggs
and counted them.  We didn’t find much.  Eggs were found in only 6 of those
sites and they all landed in the low population category.

Fig. 6  Hemlock looper egg
collected in the overwintering
survey (below balsam fir needle.)

Fig. 7  Hemlock looper overwintering egg survey results, 2013.
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Two fishermen were out on the lake when one of them dropped his wallet. As they
watched the wallet float down to the depths of the lake, a carp came along and snatched
up the wallet. Soon came another carp who stole it away and then a third joined in.
Remarked one of the fisherman, "That's the first time I've ever seen carp-to-carp
walleting."

A police officer in a small town stopped a motorist who was speeding down Main Street. "But officer," the
man began, "I can explain. . ."

"Just be quiet," snapped the officer. "I'm going to let you cool your heels in jail until
the chief gets back."

"But, officer, I just wanted to say . . . "
"And I said to keep quiet! You're going to jail!" 
A few hours later the officer looked in on his prisoner and said, "Lucky for you that

the chief is at his daughter's wedding. He'll be in a good mood when he gets back." 
"Don't count on it," answered the fellow in the cell. "I'm the groom."

Martin had just received his brand new driver’s license. The family troops out to the driveway, and climbs in
the car, where he is going to take them for a ride for the first time. Dad immediately heads for the back seat,
directly behind the newly minted driver. 

"I'll bet you're back there to get a change of scenery after all those months of sitting in the front passenger
seat teaching me how to drive," says the beaming boy to his father. 

"Nope," comes dad's reply, "I'm gonna sit here and kick the back of your seat as you drive, just like you've
been doing to me all these years."

A statistician is someone who tells you, when you've got your head in the fridge and your feet
in the oven, that you're – on average - very comfortable.

What happens to a frog’s car when it breaks down?
It gets toad.


